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0. Introduction. In this note we shall describe how to adapt the methods of

[1] to studying the group of pseudo-isotopy classes of diffeomorphisms of 1-con-

nected manifolds. We shall use the notation and results of [1] freely. In the first

four sections we shall discuss smooth manifolds and orientation preserving

diffeomorphisms, but the results may be proved for piecewise linear (p.l.) manifolds

and p.l. equivalences using the technique of [3] to adapt these proofs to the p.l.

case. I am indebted to W.-C. Hsiang and J. Milnor for helpful comments.

In §1 we consider the problem of when a given homotopy equivalence is homo-

topic to a diffeomorphism. We get a condition in terms of the normal bundle.

Our theorem refines a result of Novikov [12]. In §2 we consider the uniqueness

question, and get results on pseudo-isotopy of diffeomorphisms. In §3 we use the

results of §1 to construct diffeomorphisms which are homotopic to the identity but

are not pseudo-isotopic to the identity, even piecewise linearly or topologically.

The lowest dimensional example is on a 5-manifold, e.g., S2 x S3. Some similar

examples have been obtained by Hodgson [9]. In §4 we consider the group of

diffeomorphisms 3>(M) (up to pseudo-isotopy) and deduce an exact sequence

relating it to the group of tangential equivalences F(M). It follows that the kernel

of the homomorphism of S¡(M) into F(M) is finite up to conjugacy. In §5 we

deduce some facts about automorphisms of SnxSx. We show in particular that

the group of pseudo-isotopy classes of p.l. automorphisms of Sn x S1 is

Z2 + Z2 + Z2 for « ̂  5 (cf. [6]).

If ¿* is a &-plane bundle we denote by F(f) the Thorn complex of £, T(£)

= E(Ç)IEo(Ç), where E(¿¡) is the total space of the closed disk bundle of f, Zs0(f)

is its boundary sphere bundle.

We recall that if Mn is a smooth manifold embedded in Sn + k with normal bundle

vk, k very large, then the natural collapsing map of Sn+k onto the Thorn complex

T(v) = E(v)IE0(v) defines an element in irn + k(T(v)). Any bundle automorphism sends

this element into another one obtained in this way. We will call the set of

such elements the normal invariants of Mn, and denote the set by

CM<=irn+k(T(v)).

\fZ=XxI\J, Y, where/: Xx{0, 1} -> Y and if £ is a bundle over Z then there

is a natural collapsing map q: T(i) -* T(0IT(£\ Y) and F(0/F(|| Y) = T((Ç\X) + e1)

where e1 is the trivial line bundle.
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1. When is a map homotopic to a diffeomorphism ? Let Mn be a smooth mani-

fold. We first consider the question of when a given homotopy equivalence

h: Mn^ Mn is homotopic to a diffeomorphism. We give a refinement of a theorem

of Novikov [12] which describes the situation.

Define a space Mh called the mapping torus of n by Mh = MxI with identifica-

tions (x, 0) = (n(x), 1) for all xe AT. If n is a diffeomorphism, Mh is a smooth

manifold. If h is a homotopy equivalence, Mh is homotopy equivalent to a fiber

space over S1, with fiber homotopy equivalent to M.

If n is orientation preserving(2), then as was remarked in [1], if M is closed then

Mh has a splitting satisfying Poincaré duality, and if SM/0, then the pair

(Mh, dMhlgM) has a splitting satisfying Poincaré duality. We recall that if dim M

=n=4a-l, then it was proved in [2, Theorem 2.2] that the index o(Mh)=0.

(Note that in [2], although n was assumed a homeomorphism, it is sufficient to

assume that n is a homotopy equivalence.)

Theorem 1. Let Mn be a closed l-connected smooth manifold of dimension

n^5, n^l mod 4, or n = 5, 13. An orientation preserving homotopy equivalence

h: M-+M is homotopic to a diffeomorphism of M if and only if the following conditions

are satisfied:

(1) There is a k-plane bundle £k over Mk such that i\M=vk, the normal bundle to

M embedded in Sn + k (k very large).

(2) There is an element o¡ejr„ + t + i(T($)) such that a „.(a) e Cm£ tt„ + k + x(T(vk + e1)),

(see §0).

(3) Ifn = 4q—l, then LQ(px(i),.. .,pq(i)) = 0, where/»¡(£) are the dual Pontrjagin

classes of i, Lq is the Hirzebruch L polynomial.

Further, the bundle ik will be the normal bundle of the mapping torus of the diffeo-

morphism and z/n#5 or 13, then a will be a normal invariant for it.

Proof. We apply Theorem 1.1 of [1]. We get a smooth manifold Wn + 1 with

Mn c Wn + x and a homotopy equivalence /: Wn + x -> Mh with /1 M x [0, \] — iden-

tity, and / | W— M x (0, ^) a homotopy equivalence with Mh — Mx(0, \) = M

x [\, 1]. It follows that W— Mx(0, i.) is a n-cobordism between MxO and Mx%

and so by the n-cobordism theorem [15], W—Mx(0,\) is diffeomorphic to

Mx [0, 1], with the diffeomorphism being the identity on MxO. It follows that the

diffeomorphism ofMx^ with M x 1 is homotopic to h and W is the mapping torus

(2) In this paper we always restrict our attention to orientation preserving maps, just as in

[1] we considered only oriented manifolds. However, Dennis Sullivan has pointed out to me

that all the arguments of [1] carry over to nonorientable manifolds with rri=Z, if one changes

the definition of a splitting satisfying Poincaré duality to be (in the notation of [1]):

A splitting /(x/u, Y satisfies Poincaré duality if the pair ( Y, A x 0 u A x 1) satisfies

relative Poincaré duality (thinking of /as an inclusion, so that A x 0 'u A x I <= Y). Hence, the

results of this paper may be carried over to orientation reversing diffeomorphisms, using this

strengthening of the results of [1].
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of the diffeomorphism. The remaining statements follow from the analogous ones

in the statement of Theorem (1.1) of [1].

Considering the case of manifolds with boundary, we have

Theorem 2. Let (Wn, 8W) be a l-connected n-dimensional oriented smooth

manifold with l-connected boundary, «ä6. An orientation preserving homotopy

equivalence of pairs h : ( W, d W) -*■ ( IF, 8IV) is homotopic to a diffeomorphism of W

if and only if there is an oriented k-plane bundle £k over Wh such that £| W=vk, the

normal bundle to Wfor an embedding in Dn + k (with drVl=dDn + k) and an element

a e nn + k + x(T(î), T(t\(dW)h)) SUCh that <?*(<*) 6 TTn + k + 1(T(v ® e1), T(v 0 ¿\SW)) is

a normal invariant for W (where q is the natural collapsing as in §0). Further f will be

the normal bundle of the mapping torus of the diffeomorphism and a will be its normal

invariant.

This follows from Theorem 2.1 of [1], in a way similar to Theorem 1.

A bundle £ over Mh (or Wh) such that £\M (or f| IF) is v, is given by a bundle

equivalence b: v -> v which covers «. Two such bundles flf £2 over Mh (or Wh) are

isomorphic if and only if the bundle maps bx and b2 are homotopic (as bundle

maps). Thus the first condition for « to be conjugate to a diffeomorphism is simply

the obvious condition that h is covered by an equivalence of stable normal

bundles.

Similarly, the second condition on « reduces to the statement that the equiva-

lence of stable tangent bundles carries a normal invariant for M (or IF) into

itself.

2. Pseudo-isotopy of diffeomorphisms. Two diffeomorphisms/0 and/ of M are

called pseudo-isotopic if there is a diffeomorphism F: Mx [0, 1] -»■ Mx [0, 1] such

that F(x,0) = (/o(x), 0), F(x, l) = (/(x), 1), for all xeM. We will say f0 is con-

jugate to/ if/o is pseudo-isotopic to gfg'1 for some diffeomorphism g. It follows

that for «ê5, Mn closed and 1 -connected,/, is conjugate to/ if and only if there

is an /i-cobordism of M with itself and a diffeomorphism F: U—> U which agrees

with/, on one end and/ at the other. Note that/conjugate to the identity implies

/is pseudo-isotopic to the identity. The set of pseudo-isotopy classes of orientation

preserving diffeomorphisms of M forms a group 3$(M).

If/is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism of a smooth «-manifold M, then

we may change/by an isotopy so that/|Dn = identity for an embedded closed disk

D'cM", (see [14]). If g is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism of Sn, then

we may define a diffeomorphism i/ig of M as follows: By an isotopy, make g\Dl

= identity, and define ipg(x) = x if xeM—Dn and ipg\Dn=g\D"+. The pseudo-

isotopy class ofi/jg depends only on the pseudo-isotopy class of g, and it is easy to

see that tp defines a homomorphism </<: ¿$(Sn) -> 3>(Mn), and that image i/><= center

of Si(Mn). Now the group 2(Sn) is isomorphic to Fn + 1, the group of differential

structures on Sn+1, which, if «3:4, is the same as 0n + 1, the group of homotopy

(«+l)-spheres (see [10]).
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Lemma 1. Let f be a diffeomorphism of a smooth closed manifold M. IfL e Fn+1,

then M i # 2 is diffeomorphic to M(/.^g), where g e 3>(Sn) is the element corresponding

to S under the isomorphism of3¡(Sn) with Fn + 1.

Proof. M/#S=(M/-°Z>S + 1) u (S-°Dn_ +1) where F»n+1 is an (n+ l)-cell, °Dn+1

its interior. Now 2 = D\+1 u9 DB_+1, where g eSi(Sn). Hence M/#2 = (M/-°T7S+1)

u9 7)++1- Now g may be assumed to leave a disk D1L'^Sn fixed and we may

assume that Dl + 1 n Mnxr = 7)n where /| 77" = identity. Hence Mf#I, = (Mf

-°D»+1)U,2n+1=AW

Theorem 3. Fer M be a closed oriented l-connected n-manifold, /: M-y-M,

i = l,2, /wo orientation preserving diffeomorphisms, v¡ their normal bundles, so vt is a

bundle over Mft such that vt\M = v the normal bundle of M. Suppose fx is homotopic

to f2 so that Mfl is homotopy equivalent to Mf2, and the homotopy equivalence is

covered by a bundle map b: vx^-v2 such that T(b)*(ax) — a2 e rrn + k + x(T(v2)), where

at is some normal invariant for Mf¡. Ifn is even, n^6, thenf is conjugate tof2-tfig

for some g e ¿iï(Sn) corresponding to some element 2 e 0n + ̂ drr) <= 6n + l = Fn +1.

This follows from Lemma 1 and [1, (1.3)]. The case of n odd is slightly more

complicated.

If/: Mn -*■ Mn is a diffeomorphism fixed on a cell Z)"cM", then/defines in an

obvious way a diffeomorphism/': M#S -^- M#S for any S e 6". If S" is diffeo-

morphic to Sn then /' = /. Any orientation preserving diffeomorphism of M" is

isotopic to one which is fixed on a disk [14]. On the other hand, if g: M -y M#2

is a diffeomorphism, then any diffeomorphism d of M#S induces a diffeomor-

phism, namely g'1 dg, on M. Hence given a diffeomorphism / on M, we may

change it by an isotopy to/ which is fixed on a disk, and ifg: M'->- M#1. is a

diffeomorphism, we shall say that/and g'f'g'1 are weakly conjugate, modS.

Note that if S" = S" (or if we are in the p.l. category) weakly conjugate is the same

as conjugate. Also, f weakly conjugate to the identity implies f is pseudo-isotopic to

the identity.

Theorem 4. Letfi: Mn -> Mn, /= 1, 2, be diffeomorphisms satisfying all the con-

ditions of Theorem 3, but with n odd, n ^ 5. Thenf is weakly conjugate to f2, mod S,

for some 2 e 9n(dTr).

(In particular, if M has the property :

M # S diffeomorphic to M,   Se ^(dn) implies S = Sn,

(cf. [2]), then in Theorem 4,fx is conjugate to/2.)

Proof of Theorem 4. From [1, Theorem 1.4] we deduce that Mfl is diffeomorphic

to Mf2 #ezZn, for some En e ^(drr). That is, there is an embedding ß:S1xDn^Mf2

such that ß(S x 0) represents a generator of ttx such that Mfl is diffeomorphic to

(M/2 -ß(S1x int Dn)) u (S1 x S" -S1 x int F»n) with the obvious identification

along S1 x 5,n_1, where 2> e 0n(37r), Sn = T3n u Dn'. By changing /2 by an isotopy,
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we may assume that/2 is the identity on Dn^Mn, so that M,2 #a2 is obviously

the mapping torus of the diffeomorphism f2 of M#S. Now the result follows

from:

Lemma 2. Let M¡ and M'g be differentiable fiber bundles over S1 with projections

p and p', and with fibers Mn and M'n which are l-connected closed manifolds of

dimension « ä 5. If h : M, -*■ M'g is a diffeomorphism such that p'h is homotopic

to p, then h is pseudo-isotopic to h' such that p'h'=p, so that «' restricts to a

diffeomorphism of M with M'.

Proof of Lemma 2. We consider the fibration of Mfx{0, 1} given by p on

M i x 0 and p'h on M, x 1. By the result of [4], this fibration extends to a fibration

of all of M,x[0, I], so that the fiber is an «-cobordism between AfxO and

h~1(M') x 1. Using the «-cobordism theorem of Smale on this «-cobordism we see

that we have an embedding of MxI in M,xl with Mxl=h~ 1(M')xl, so that

it follows using the «-cobordism theorem again that there is a pseudo-isotopy of

the identity of M, carrying M into h~1(M'). Then the composite of this and « is

a pseudo-isotopy of« carrying M into M'.

In the bounded case we have the following

Theorem 5. Let Wn be a l-connected n-manifold with nonempty l-connected

boundary, dW, n^6. Let f: W-+ W, i—1, 2 be two orientation preserving diffeo-

morphisms which are homotopic, such that the induced homotopy equivalence of MSl

with M,2 is covered by a bundle equivalence b : vx -*■ v2, and such that T(b)*(ax) = a2

where ax e Trn + k + 1(T(vx)) is a normal invariant for / (for Mfl) and a2 is a normal

invariant for f2 (for M,2), (T(b) is the induced map of Thorn complexes). Then fx is

conjugate to f2.

3. Examples of diffeomorphisms. Now we apply Theorem 1 to create some

examples of diffeomorphisms.

Theorem 6. Let Mn be a l-connected manifold, closed or with l-connected

boundary, and suppose Hik~1(M; Q)^0 for some k, and pk(M) = 0. If M is closed,

suppose « is even ä6 or « = 5, 13. Then there is a diffeomorphism f: M ^- M which

is homotopic to the identity, but such that f is not pseudo-isotopic to the identity

for any q>0.

In fact we shall construct an/using Theorem 1, such that d(f) induces a tan-

gential equivalence different from the identity for all q > 0.

Since Hik-\M; Q) = Hik(zZM+ ; Q)^0, it follows (using the Pontrjagin

character) that there is a bundle -q over SA7+ with nonzero pk(r¡). Now the group

of homotopy classes YE,M + ,BF] is finite since zZM+ is a finite polyhedron and

TTi(BF) = TTi + n_x(Sn) (for large «) is finite for all i. Hence some multiple mr¡ is fiber

homotopy trivial (see [5]). By the Whitney sum formula pk(m-n) = mpk(r¡), since cup

products are zero in SA7 + .
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Now we apply Theorem 1 or 2 using n = identity so that Mh = MxS1, and

is — (v x e') + c*(mr¡), where c: MxS1 -y MxS1¡Mxt=Y,M +. Since mr, is fiber

homotopy trivial, (v x el) + c*(mr,) is fiber homotopy equivalent by a map g to

v x er for some r, i.e., to the normal bundle of the identity diffeomorphism. Then a

normal invariant i for the identity map is sent by the induced map of Thorn com-

plexes T(g) to an element T(g)^.(i) e-rrn+s+x(T(£)) which satisfies the hypothesis of

Theorem 1 or 2. Hence there is a diffeomorphism/homotopic to the identity with

normal bundle f.

Now we define an invariant/»^ e Hik(£M + ; Q) for diffeomorphisms of M homo-

topic to the identity as follows :

Consider the exact sequence

0—yHik(T.M + ;Q)^-y Hik(Md; Q) -^-* Hik(M; Q) —> 0

(recall that M^MxS1). Then i*pk(Md)=pk(M)=0 so pk(Md)=j*(x) and we

define p'k(d) = x. Then p'k(d) is uniquely defined and is nonzero for d=f" for a > 0,

since pk(Md)=¿0 for d=f.

This proves Theorem 5. Note that/»fc is a p.l. and topological invariant (see [16]

and [13]) so that/9 is not p.l. or topologically pseudo-isotopic to the identity.

If n = 4(k + l)— 1, and M is closed, then an additional condition on L¡(tm) will

yield a similar result, namely we must assume also that the annihilator of L,(tm)

in Hik~1(M; Q) is nonzero.

As an example let us consider Mn = S2xS3. Then by Theorem 6 there exist

diffeomorphisms homotopic to the identity, which are not pseudo-isotopic to the

identity (in the differential, p.l., or topological sense). W.-C. Hsiang has pointed

out to me that this also follows from results of Haefliger [7] and Montgomery and

Yang [11]. Similar examples of diffeomorphisms of S" x Sq have been found by J.

Hodgson [9].

In the case of S3xS3 such a diffeomorphism/may be constructed as follows:

Let a: S3 -> SO(4) be such that the induced bundle over S4 has a nonzero

Pontrjagin class px but is fiber homotopically trivial. Then define/(x, y) = (x, a(x)_v).

4. Group properties. Denote by ^(M) the group of tangential equivalences of

M, i.e., bundle maps of the stable normal bundle of M, up to homotopy as bundle

maps.

Lemma 3. The elements of¿7~(M) which cover a fixed map of M to M are isomor-

phic to the group [M, SO] = KSO'\M).

Proof. (Cf. Hirsch-Mazur [8].) Let End(v) denote the group of bundle maps

covering the identity. If v is the bundle and if £ is its inverse, define a map

i: End(»)-> End(» + £) by i(f)=f+id.

Then the composite End(v) -> End(y+ £)->- Fnd(y+é, +v) is the same as j: End(^)

-> End(y+trivial bundle) defined by j(f)=f+ id. If dimension vis much larger than
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dimension M, it follows that j is an isomorphism. On the other hand End(v+f)

= End(trivial bundle) = [M, SO], so that End(v) is a direct summand of [M, SO].

A similar argument starting from End(trivial) shows that End(v)^[M, SO].

If a, b are two bundle maps covering the same map of base spaces, then ab'1

covers the identity, so that Lemma 3 follows.

If Jf (M) denotes the group of homotopy equivalences of M, Lemma 2 gives us

an exact sequence

0 -> [M, SO] -> ¿T(M) -» Jf (M).

The image of !F(M) consists of those « e Jf (M) such that h*(y) = v, or in other

words those « which commute with the classifying map of v.

Now suppose M and dM are l-connected, dim Af^5, if dM= 0, dim Af>5,

if dM± 0.

Theorems 1 and 2 characterize the image of 3¿¡(M) in 3?~(M), provided «^ 1 mod 4

or « = 5, 13 when 3M= 0.

Iffe@)(M) is in the kernel, i.e., if/induces the identity on the stable normal

&-plane bundle vk of' M, then M^MxS1 andvi=vx(ß)=pf(v). Since v, is induced

by the projection map px from v over M, it follows that T(vf) has T(v) as a retract.

Hence we get the exact sequence

0-^7tn + k + x(T(vk)) —+nn + k + x(T(v,)) ^nn + k + x(T(vk + e1)) —> 0

(we are in stable homotopy so the sequence is exact). It follows that the different

possible normal invariants for diffeomorphisms homotopic to /are in 1-1 cor-

respondence with kernel q* = Trn + k + x(T(vk)). It follows from standard homotopy

theory that this group is finite, since Hn+k+x(T(vk))=0. Then it follows from

Theorems 3, 4, and 5 that each of these elements of 7rn+fc+1(F(v)) corresponds to

only a finite number of conjugacy classes of diffeomorphisms, so that the kernel

3>(M) -*■ !F(M) is finite up to conjugacy.

5. Automorphisms of SnxS1. In this section we point out some easy

consequences of Lemma 2 in §2. By automorphism we will mean diffeomorphism

or p.l. equivalence, depending on the context.

Proof. By Lemma 2 if « : M, -*■ M, is an automorphism (Lemma 2 holds

in both the smooth and p.l. categories), then « is pseudo-isotopic to «' such that

h'(M) = M. Then clearly h' \ Me<£ and « is pseudo-isotópic to r¡(h' \ M).

Corollary 1. If 2>(SnxSi) is the group of pseudo-isotopy classes of diffeo-

morphisms of Sn x S1, then the sequence

rn + 2 + rn + i—> 2(Sn x S1) ^ Z2 +Z2 +Z2—>0

is exact for « = 5.
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Here rn + 1=^(5'n) pseudo-isotopy classes of diffeomorphisms of Sn of degree

+ 1, and acts by operating only on the fibers Snxt in SnxS1, and Tn+2 acts by

leaving the complement of an (n-f-l)-cell in SnxS1 fixed (cf. §2). (Recall that

pn+2 g0es jnt0 ^g center 0f ¡¿¡M) for any (n+ l)-manifold M.)

The first Z2 + Z2 on the right is simply the automorphism group of H^(Sn x S1)

if n> 1, and the map is simply/->/„. The map into the third Z2 is obtained by

taking f-y w2(Mf). There is a subgroup Z2 + Z2 + Z2<= <3(Sn x S1) which maps

isomorphically onto the group on the right, which is described as follows:

The first and second Z2's are generated by the orientation reversing diffeomor-

phisms of S1 and Sn, while the third Z2 is generated by the map/(x, y) = (<x(y)x, y)

where the map a: S1 -> SO(n +1) represents a generator of rrx(SO(n+ 1))=Z2. It

follows that by composing with these automorphisms we may get an automor-

phism h: Sn x S1 -y Sn x S1 which is the identity in homology and leaves fixed a

tubular neighborhood of an embedded S1(^SnxS1. (This procedure generalizes

Gluck [6].)

Lemma 2 of §2 implies that if /„ is the identity on Hx(Sn x S1), f is pseudo-

isotopic to an automorphism sending Sn x t into itself, (for some t e S1).

Corollary 1 now follows by showing that if y(/)=0 then we may compose with

an automorphism of Sn along all the fibers SH x t to get /' which is fixed on a

neighborhood of Sn xioU^x S1, such that the complement of this neighborhood

is an (n+ l)-cell, so that the resultant diffeomorphism comes from Fn+2.

Applying the above argument in the p.l. case, where by the theorem of Alexander

the p.l. analogues of rn+1 and Fn+2 are zero we get:

Corollary 2. The group of pseudo-isotopy classes of p.l. automorphisms of

Snx S1 for n ä 5, is isomorphic to Z2 + Z2 + Z2.

This is a higher dimensional analogue of the theorem of Gluck [6] for S"2 x S1.

Following Gluck, we get:

Corollary 3. There are at most two different smooth or p.l. knots (Sn + 2, Sn)

n ^ 5, which have equivalent complements.

Here p.l. knot is taken to mean that Sn has a product neighborhood Sn x D2

czSn + 2.

The different knots with equivalent complements correspond to the different

ways of attaching Snx D2 to the complement along SnxS1, so that these knots

correspond to equivalences of Sn x S1. But it follows easily that the image of rn+1

in 3¡(Sn x S1) is extendable to Sn x D2 so that these yield the same knot. The image

of rn+2 in 3(Sn x S1) changes a knot (Sn+2, Sn) to a knot (2n+2, Sn) where 2n+2

is the corresponding homotopy (n + 2)-sphere. Hence two knots in Sn+2 cannot

differ by such a diffeomorphism. Finally in the quotient Z2 + Z2-fZ2 (which is the

whole thing in the p.l. case), the only element which does not extend to Sn x D2 is

the element arising from Trx(SO(n+l)), and the corollary follows. (I am indebted

to the referee for pointing out the smooth part of this corollary.)
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